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1. PROPOSAL TITLE:
Please be somewhat descriptive, for example, Graduate Probation/Dismissal Proposal rather than Graduate Proposal.

| Condolences to Virginia Tech |

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:
Regarding the campus mass murders on April 16, 2007, we wish to express our sincere condolences to the Virginia Tech community.

3. ANTICIPATED DATE OF IMPLEMENTATION:

| Immediately |
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*(ROUTING NUMBER IS A CHRONOLOGICAL NUMBER SEQUENCE FOLLOWED BY ACADEMIC YEAR AND COMMITTEE INITIALS)*
Condolences to Virginia Tech

WHEREAS the tragedy of the morning of April 16, 2007 at Virginia Tech moves us as citizens and as members of an academic community,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the College Senate, on behalf of our college community, send the following letter expressing our condolences to the Virginia Tech community.

I write on behalf of our entire college community here at SUNY Brockport. As citizens, as well as fellow faculty and staff, we are deeply saddened by the tragic events of the morning of April, 16, 2007. While we cannot know the scope of your loss and grief, we extend our sincerest condolences and sympathy to the entire Virginia Tech community, especially the friends and loved ones of those injured or killed.

Time, of course, will be the ultimate healer, but please know that you are all in our thoughts and prayers, as is no doubt true of campuses all across our nation.

Peace,

Jeff Lashbrook
President,
SUNY Brockport College Senate